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The commercial pet food industry includes a secret to cover up &#151; and Ann Martin wants to make sure
you know it. In this revised and updated edition, Martin proceeds to explore the shocking procedures by
which commercial pet foods are created. Her research reveals some startling facts: that your pet food sector
conducts animal testing to be able to improve their product, and includes euthanized cats and dogs in the
combine to heighten protein content. This groundbreaking book provides us a glimpse into just what we are
performing when we buy pet meals. She offers alternative dishes for feeding pets, nutritional guidance, and
an exploration of "Pet Peeves," in which she explores many scams aimed at pet owners.
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I read and believed it and now my dogs are 16 and 17 (a single died from a personal injury) and in good
health while most my neighbors dog's ( When I acquired my first dogs (3) I acquired this thinking it had
been a cookbook (the trunk part is). I browse and believed it and now my dogs are 16 and 17 (one died from
a personal injury) and in good wellness while all my neighbors dog's (6 of them) have not live past 10 years
and all have passed away of cancer or some kind of tumor. They simply do not understand it when I state I
do not really feed my dogs puppy meals. REALLY?This book can save you $1,000s in vet bills as well as
your dog will live considerably longer. Even the good stuff.. Real meals makes real dogs.I thank god that
We read this book. I love my dogs very much so I am happy I read this and follow her directions.!! Why??
They just believe cancers in young dogs is normal, very unfortunate what industry will to us and our dogs..?
I've known that just about most commercial dog meals was bad, but I must say i didn't understand how bad it
was. READ THIS BOOK I can't realize why people don't want to be more knowledgeable about what they
feed their canines. There are a great number of good books out there, but Ann offers been as of this for
awhile, and many of her facts verified what I hoped wasn't accurate. We feed horrible food to our beloved
dogs, does anyone believe , hey!, it may be what I'm feeding them! If their food is good what's incorrect w
my telling ppl to read this book? Purina takes so a lot of my posts down. YOU LOVE YOUR DOG? Do we
not need the freedom of speech? WHY does Purina take my posts down by simply asking visitors to read
this publication? I have a 13 year previous dog! Remember it really is your pets health we are discussing
here.! FANTASTIC BOOK! Great book! MANY THANKS GOD N THANK YOU ORGANIX PET
GOOD! You can see the improvement within their coats and energy, not forgetting their enthusiasm for a
varied diet. None lived longer than 9 years w excellent veterinarian care. This pup can wear all of you out!
Martin exposes the issues with commercial pet food. I am in health care therefore i can tell occasionally
when the vet's understanding is not that great therefore i kick them to the curb. Please! Great Great I wish I
would find this book sooner.. If I had the money I'd buy hundreds n hand them out. You'll hate this book
This book tells the story you really never wanted to find out about why pet food smells terrible.. Martin
clarifies the benefits of homemade meals for pets and provides easy to create recipes for meals for both dogs
and cats. A "must browse" for all pet owners. So very much of it all is practical now when I think
back...there should be some regulations!! to protect your pets also to not support heinous praticeses Well
written, contains reliable sources and citations.!!! The contents of all commercial pet foods are really
horrific (as the publication explains at length) so anticipate to start cooking for your pet after reading this
book. Please??? Opened my eye even further! I found myself online again looking for another "premium"
food, but it wasn't until our vet had me put our young man on Royal Canin (the other food stuffs weren't
operating) that I finally made the decision that I have to be food preparation for my dogs.. We were shocked
to understand why our pets have had shorter lifestyle spans than we anticipated.! Undertaking this may
sound daunting but it's not so bad really. We have three large dogs who are now eating freshly ready human-
grade food twice per day. We recommend a book of pet recipes (available on Amazon) known as Feed
YOUR VERY BEST Friend Better. I have small canines who r suppose to live longer. We cook multiple
meals at the same time and freeze some for later on in the week.! They deserve to become fed properly and
are worth the problems.?!? You probably already know that you have to do this because you're looking
reading material out. A must for every pet owner! Please buy it? The initial three ingredients of that food
sent me operating back to get online and start searching. Eventually they pay for it thru vet expenses, we r
producing them so rich.. Also, I grew up the child of a butcher, therefore when Ann discusses the slaughter
homes and rendering plants, I've no doubts in what she actually is saying. I've actually been vegetarian for
eight years right now (with vegan training tires) due to what I know how are you affected in those areas
convinced me that I had a need to change my diet plan. Why not for my dogs, as well? Food Domestic pets
Die For can be an eye-opening, well written, expose on the pet food industry that may leave pet lovers even
more informed as well as questioning marketing claims and perhaps even some veterinarians. After the 2007



recall mess, I thought that all of my research leading me to a "premium" dog meals meant we had been in
good hands. That is definitely a reserve to have in your pet food library! Interesting Exploration of your pet
Food Industry and Cooking food for Pets Food Pets Die For: Shocking Facts About Pet Meals by Ann N. To
my understanding he has zero incorrect w him. I've changed just how I feed my canines because of this. She
reveals the truth about the ingredient labels on family pet food. Her investigation discovered misleading
labels, problem chemicals, ineffective vitamin and mineral additives, the actual vitamins and minerals lost
by the procedure of preparing the food, the usage of unfit food and foodlike substances to make pet food,
and the heartbreaking experimentation pet companies perform on pets. The chapter on experimentation
shocks, horrifies, and saddens anyone who cares for pets. She also reveals the extent of the cover ups mixed
up in pet meals recalls of modern times. Why do we accept kidney disease, arthritis and cancer tumor in our
domestic pets, keeping them alive at great expenditure whenever we could spend less overall feeding them
nutritious foods, observe them suffer less, and live longer aswell?. This is a fantastic book to begin with as it
gives great information on for you to start cooking on your own. The disgusting issues they devote PET
food. Simply wished this is required reading for dog owners, there will be a lot less animal suffering in the
globe. A "must go through" for all owners. We hated to understand why our vet bills are so exorbitant.
Informative read- would highly recommend. Why perform we believe our life companion household pets are
any different? Food Pets Die For offers a solution for feeding pets nutritious, tasty, and filling meals.This
book could cause you to think about changing their lives. Please! I wish I would find this publication sooner.
It shocked me and it truly opened my eye on how I feed my pet. Following the addition of our newest
followed Greyhound, we were faced with some boo boo tummy problems. Five Stars Great book Four Stars
Very informational.! Go through it and read your pet food label. Must have to take care of your pets right
and loosen control of big organization who do deplorable items for profit Great book. Pet owners ought to
know what food they . Read this book. sniff sniffPlease save a dog - go through this and believe it. Great
book. There is just a verified story of a pet dying after consuming some canned dog food and it tested for
pentobarbital. They DO use 4D animals to make pet food. Must read for pet owners; Very great read. There
was only a verified story of ..? Very good read. Pet owners should know what food they are investing in
their dogs' meals bowls. She explains the pet food rules and where they fail.! Most people believe good
nourishment is essential to good health.
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